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Trump: I Won By a Landslide. Fraud Put Biden Over The
Top

AP Images

In a speech of about 14 minutes that the
leftist mainstream media ignored on
Tuesday, President Trump argued this case.

He won the election on November 3 with
landslide numbers, he said, but 11th-hour
vote fraud gave “President-elect” Joe Biden
the victory.

Indeed, Trump said, Biden’s vote total was
statistically impossible, a conclusion that
comports with the massive vote fraud the
president claims occurred.

Trump’s convincing appeal — which won’t
matter to hate-Trump Democrats and
Republicans — did not include hints about
what he might do given that he believes
Biden and his gang — with the help of the
leftist social and mainstream media —
robbed him. 

But he did say Americans can’t let stand an election won by fraud and fakery.

The Numbers

Trump’s claims rested on Biden’s implausible numbers, which Trump explained by detailing the vote
fraud in the crucial swing states: Georgia, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania.

“The truth is we won the election by a landslide,” he said. “Let’s go back to the night of the election. By
midnight, we had a commanding lead in the swing states. We won Florida by a record number of votes.
We won Ohio by a record number of votes.”

Then he ran down his margins. “We won Iowa by 8.2 percent, far different than the false narrative
portrayed in the media.” He continued:

We were up by 293,000 votes in Michigan, 112,000 votes in Wisconsin, 356,000 votes in
Georgia, and nearly 700,000 votes in Pennsylvania, all swing states. These numbers were
absolutely impossible for Joe Biden to overcome, and the Democrats knew it and everybody
forecasting knew it and understood it well.…

In the middle of the night, a series of massive and statistically inconceivable vote dumps
overturned the results in state after state.

At 6:31 a.m., very early in the morning, Michigan suddenly reported 147,224 votes, 94
percent for Biden, six percent for Trump. At 4:42 a.m., Wisconsin reported 143,279 votes,
almost all of them for Biden. A similar massive drop of ballots happened in Georgia at 1:34
a.m., again, almost all of these votes for Biden. These gigantic and ridiculously one-sided
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spikes were miraculously just enough to push Joe Biden into the lead in all of the key swing
states.

Yet beyond that amazing comeback are other data that show Biden could not have won the election.

“Democrats lost 25 out of 26 toss-up House seats,” Trump observed. Though projected to win and/or flip
15 seats, they lost 14.

Moreover, nearly 75 million Americans voted for Trump, more than any president, and 12 million more
than in 2016. As well, he received more minority votes than any president in six decades.

Continued Trump:

Yet despite all of this evidence of a thundering Trump victory and all of those projections all
through the night, they want us to believe that Joe Biden, who seldom left his basement to
campaign, somehow received 11.7 million more votes than Barack Obama. And he beat
Barack Obama all over the country.

It is historically, mathematically, politically, and logically impossible. It did not happen. He
did not win. We won by a landslide.

The Fraud

That segued into his argument that only fraud explains not only Biden’s victory but also his stunning
vote total relative to his former boss.

“Witnesses have sworn that they saw poll workers illegally backdating thousands of ballots, counting
batches of the same ballots many times and unloading boxes and boxes of ballots all bearing the same
signature and all for Joe Biden,” he said.

Others saw unfolded mail-in ballots, which means they weren’t mailed, he said, and Republican poll
watchers were kept away from the vote counters:

There is even security camera footage from Georgia that shows officials telling poll
watchers to leave the room before pulling suitcases of ballots out from under the tables and
continuing to count for hours. The reason they were forced to leave the room, as they said:
There was a major water main break.

The water main break never happened. There was no water main break. In many cases,
Republican poll watchers were physically removed from rooms. 

And the heretofore-unknown Dominion Voting Systems is a “troubling matter,” he added.

“In just one Michigan County alone, 6,000 votes were switched from Trump to Biden and the same
system was used throughout a majority of the United States,” he said:

No satisfactory explanation has been offered for why Dominion Systems are able to switch
votes with a mere push of a button. In Arizona, the State Senate has recently issued a
subpoena for a forensic audit of the voting machines. And similar investigations must be
conducted in every state using Dominion Systems immediately.
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Press Suppression

Unsurprisingly, Trump tackled the leftist social- and mainstream-media and Big Tech elites for
attacking him and backing Biden. Their final big move: suppressing bad news about Biden’s errant son,
Hunter.

“The rigging of the 2020 election was only the final step in the Democrats’ and the media’s years-long
effort to overthrow the will of the American people and destroy our movement by any means possible,
any means necessary,” he said. Thus, “for months and indeed years before the election, the media, the
big tech giants and the Democrat Party were openly colluding to deceive the American public.”

That deception included spiking stories the Biden-China Money Connection:

Earlier this year was proven beyond any doubt that Joe Biden’s family received millions of
dollars from the Chinese Communist Party. Yet the media and tech companies worked
together to completely censor this information. [Links added.]

Our country no longer has a free press.

It is a press of suppression. It is a press where the truth will never come out. It is the
greatest and most shocking scandal involving a presidential candidate in modern history.
But surveys show that half of those who voted for Joe Biden have never even heard of the
story.

Trump warned that the election “will forever be regarded as illegitimate and the most corrupt election
in the history of our country” if he and Americans don’t fight the fraud. 

“Americans must be able to have complete faith and confidence in our elections,” he said. “The fate of
our democracy depends upon it.”

Transcript
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